intersubjective encounters (Hegel 1977; Honneth 1996; Fraser 2000) . Insofar as the other takes me to be an agent, I appear as such, including to myself. And to the extent that state institutions encode my status as a rightsbearing subject, my social recognition, realized in passing during intersubjective encounters, is more stably secured.
When we are talking about trans subjecthood, however, the term takes on another sense-namely, recognition as reading, clocking: the moment when a person is recognized as trans. This instant of recognition need not be damaging. There is a kind of knowing, often affirming, trans mutual recognition. In such a positive encounter we are genuinely seen by another, whom we also see, and who sees our seeing. And then there is the fact that not all trans people's intersubjective relations are structured by the interplay between passing and being clocked. For many of us though, the potentiality and/or actuality of such recognition-qua-reading organizes our social interactions, and generally cannot be dissociated from the threat of harm. Where trans life is treated as disposable, to be read as trans puts one in the position of the potentially abject. And insofar as the one who reads is a cop patrolling the threshold of a restroom, this scene of threat is staged in the name of the law.
A number of states in addition to North Carolina acted to increase police surveillance of gendered restrooms during the spring of 2016. Several anti-trans bathroom bills introduced around the same time as HB2 stipulated that it was unlawful to use a gendered restroom that did not correspond with the sex listed on one's birth certificate. Such laws authorize the police to read the genders of those entering public restrooms and to pursue as criminals those they suspect of living gender in ways that exceed the trajectories anticipated by their birth certificates.
Of course, police harassment of trans and queer people in and around public restrooms is nothing new. Whether on the piers of Manhattan or in Detroit's Rouge Park, Black and Latinx trans and queer people in particular have long faced violence from cops, who have routinely entered bathrooms to arrest or assault those using the facilities (Mogul, Ritchie, and Whitlock 2011: 45-68) . While laws like HB2 thus do not call police harassment newly into being, they nevertheless promise to make such harassment more widespread, while also making apparent some of the cultural logics of transmisogyny.
Without exception, recent bathroom bills have been promoted in the name of nontrans women's safety. KeepNCSafe.com, an anti-trans advocacy organization, uses the slogan: "Protect women's bathrooms, showers, and locker rooms." And in justifying North Carolina's Public Facilities Privacy and Security Act, Governor Pat McCrory echoed this slogan, saying the Char-lotte antidiscrimination bill "defies common sense and basic community norms by allowing, for example, a man to use a woman's bathroom, shower, or locker room" (McCrory 2016) . The specter invoked in these talking points is that of the transfeminine predator: the male-assigned person who would exploit nondiscrimination protections to enter women's spaces and harm those within. The mythic figure of the transfeminine predator is an effect of the imaginative fecundity and barrenness of the dominant culture: this culture churns out fantastical narratives that dramatize our propensity for masculine violence while simultaneously being unable or unwilling to imagine us as women, despite our avowed identities and vulnerability to misogynistic injury. The force of this (un)imaginative complex makes trans women's presence in women's restrooms appear as a threat to, and a violation of the privacy of, those authorized to use the facilities.
That advocates of anti-trans bathroom bills have construed the birth certificate as the keeper of authentic gender offers a clue to the dominant culture's imaginative barrenness, and more generally to the organizing logics of anti-trans violence. Through its name, the birth certificate calls to mind the subject's earliest days. When a birth certificate is mentioned, a baby is conjured in the imagination. As it features in debates on trans people's access to public facilities then, the birth certificate frames trans life in terms of an opposition of infancy and adulthood, before and after, origin and telos. And while origin and telos can each lay claim to a given phenomenon's essence, our Platonic inheritances give an edge in this regard to the former. Jay Prosser (1998: 61-134) shows how trans autobiographies have often picked up on the Platonic association of origin and essence, insisting that the author/protagonist's original and true gender identity was lost at the moment of their birth, only to be regained through transition. And when we insist that we have "always known ourselves to be" the gender into which we transition, we are engaged in an effort to legitimize ontologically this gender identity through a story of origins. We can perhaps read these tactics of self-authorization as defensive measures taken against a culture that tends to perceive in trans people the shadow of our younger selves, the signs of our birth-assigned genders, and the echoes of our dead names, and to take these traces of our past selves as evidence of our essential, inner-gendered state of being.
As Carolyn Steedman (1995: 1-20) demonstrates, emergent nineteenthcentury notions of subjective interiority presumed a remembered childhood. The adult individual's efforts to recall episodes from her distant past and to articulate continuities between earlier and later selves materialized her psychic essence. The adult's relation to the child she once was promised to secure her subjective interiority. Often when we are read as trans, such an interpretive project is taken from and turned against us. The one who reads presumes both to see our past in our present and, perhaps, to reconcile the apparent discontinuity: at times, they undertake to show us who they take us really to be. They may know nothing about our childhood, but in seeing us as trans, they assume that they not only know but in some sense also possess the stories of our lives. An imaginative staging of this association between clocking and seeing a trans person's earlier self appears in "Alone Together" (Mitroff, Florido, and Sugar 2015) , an episode in season one of the animated Steven Universe series. In this episode, the child characters Steven and Connie fuse into Stevonnie, who appears as a teenage multiracial transfeminine character, too big for her still kid-sized outfit. After a teenage boy aggressively sexualizes Stevonnie at a dance party, Stevonnie ultimately splits back into the two children. This episode's simultaneous play across various identity categories, structured by the fictional premises of the show, can be read allegorically as a depiction of the dangers and dynamics of being read as a trans woman. When the clock strikes, the young boy and girl are thrown, disoriented, out of the body within which they had only recently been housed.
When we are read as trans, our inner life, exemplified by our earlier selves, is externalized. Being read is one of the ways that trans people, particularly those who are multiply oppressed, are socially denied interiority and forms of reserve, privacy, and respect enjoyed by nontrans people. Such social denial is also accomplished to the extent to which we are barred from safe and undisturbed access to restrooms and other public facilities. Restrooms are ideally backstage sites, to use a category from Erving Goffman's (1990: 75, 98 ) sociology of interaction. 1 We use them to void bile, adjust our clothes, and do our makeup in peace. But except perhaps in all-gender bathrooms, trans people generally do not enjoy such a relaxed experience of the backstage. If anything, as we enter a gendered restroom the air becomes thicker with potential hostility. For trans people, the relationship between backstage and front stage is reversed, or simply does not obtain.
And yet, when I read that security alert from the University of Michigan police, I was shaken. As hostile as women's restrooms can feel, imagining that particular man entering the bathroom down the hall and approaching my body involved imagining an intensity of threat that I do not typically experience while using the restroom. Despite everything, something of the backstage effect still obtains for me in using women's restrooms. Perhaps this is why I find debates over trans women's use of gendered restrooms so upsetting: I can imagine the fear that these debates treat as a natural response to my body. The debates compel me to imagine myself appearing as a threatening presence through the eyes of another. But there is no way to think along these lines that does not call up painful experiences of the threats that have often followed my being clocked. I cannot but recoil at the violence of this self-denying vision.
This interior splitting can be refigured as a critical observation: when we are clocked-and the transphobes would like to make us into a broken clock, locked to our birth certificates, perpetually telling the same out-ofdate time-not only is our interior subjectivity potentially taken from and turned against us, but we can also be made to appear as a threat to the privacy, interiority, and bodily integrity of the other. We bear, in both senses of the word, the violation of selfhood: we at once suffer and appear likely to transmit the violation. We appear to threaten the violation of selfhood not only because traces of masculinity are read off our bodies, but perhaps also in that we are read as subjects without reserve. As subjects without the "backstage" we provoke in the other anxious imaginings of a life lived without reserve, privacy, or other forms of self-protection. When we see ourselves being seen in such a phobic way, we often spin out our own anxious imaginings, whether of potential physical harm, arrest, or public shaming. Does the one who reads also see this fear in us? Is she also troubled by a doubled self-perception of vulnerability and (imputed) potential to harm?
There is something of a bad infinity 2 in this interplay of (mis)recognition and anticipated harm-a bad infinity that structures not only punctual encounters in the restroom but also sprawling debates in contemporary feminism. Such debates tend to polarize around the question of relative vulnerability. Trans exclusionary feminists call upon the full force of the myth of the transfeminine predator, presume uncomplicated socializations into gendered roles, and highlight forms of misogynistic violence directed by men against the bodies of nontrans women. They do so in an attempt to bar trans women from autonomous feminist organizing spaces. In response, trans advocates contest the myth of the transfeminine predator, offer alternative accounts of socialization, and emphasize the forms of misogynistic and transphobic violence faced by trans women. We do so to insist that a feminism walled off against trans women betrays its principles.
3 While I am clear about which side of this debate I inhabit, increasingly I have come to experience the debate itself as politically deadening. The debate encourages its participants to define their feminist politics in terms of how they approach questions of inclusion/exclusion vis-à-vis the category of woman, rather than in terms of how their practical activities help build alliances across difference, clarify shared interests in undoing gender oppression, or forge struggles for large-scale social transformation. Even as we counter trans exclusionary feminisms, can we also think beyond the polemical terms associated with these debates? Effective political practice and meaningful ethical life require efforts both to step outside the terms of these polemics and to unwind the recursive spirals of (mis)recognition and anticipated harm sketched above. In what follows, I want to suggest a few approaches to this sidestepping.
One possibility would be to reframe the interplay of (mis)recognition and anticipated harm in a way that allows this dynamic to become less a downward spiral, in which two bodies falling through space polarize into protective postures, and more an occasion for new forms of critical reflexivity. This is not simply a matter of reiterating the ethical commonplace that we all are capable of doing harm, true in the limited sense as this may be. Social existence divides bodies into those authorized to rape and those taken to be rapeable, bodies authorized to kill and those taken to be killable, bodies authorized to jail and those taken to be jailable. A bland ethical universalism would paper over such fissures. But what about relations between bodies navigating differently precarious relations to social recognition, or between those differently exposed to gendered and racialized violence? As we engage in what Judith Butler (2004: 33) has referred to as an "insurrection at the level of ontology"-as we struggle to alter the bases of realness by undoing the association of origin and essence, and by challenging the (un)imaginative complex that treats trans women as not ever, not yet, not really womenis there not also a way to think our capacity to harm other socially unrecognized bodies (including the bodies of other trans people) in terms that are not socially derealizing? How can we entertain our capacity to enact harm without echoing the dominant culture's presumption that surely there is a violent young man lurking inside us somewhere? Or, along other lines, how can we hold the critical awareness that white, nontrans women's recognized vulnerability has historically been weaponized, especially in the service of white supremacy (Bernstein 2010: 45-72) , while refusing to downplay the pervasiveness, normalized quality, and harmful effects of misogyny? While there are surely some real tensions between different strains of trans, feminist, queer, and/or antiracist politics, a quotidian dialectics in which we experiment with holding such counterpoised thoughts together might open onto alternative political problems, more generative conversations, and previously under-realized points of shared experience or interest.
Aiming to think together trans people's vulnerability and potential to enact harm opens as well onto the political questions of how our politics and identities might be caught up in emergent forms of normativity, state power, and capital accumulation. We can sharply reject Žižek's claim in an August 2016 essay that trans campaigns for bathroom access are necessarily wedded to a neoliberal project (Žižek 2016) , while also critically interrogating potentials for incorporation or recuperation in contemporary trans politics. 4 One way to open this inquiry would be to consider how episodic the recent waves of socially general trans bathroom panic have been (cresting in the spring of 2016, evidently lulling in the aftermath of the massacre at the Pulse club in Orlando, and then being resuscitated by a national election in November). The apparently flagging quality of antitrans backlash politics suggests that the vision of the subject promoted by its advocates may be residual. Perhaps the model of the subject fixed in place by his or her birth certificate has no future. Perhaps trans subjectivities mediate a new dispensation of personhood that is more consonant with emergent demands of accumulation and state control.
I would be inclined to respond to this provocation in a two-sided way. It seems to me that the 2016 flurry of antitrans legislation gestures toward a new hegemonic dispensation of the subject just as much as the "protrans" coalition that emerged to challenge this legislation-a coalition that, admittedly, included multinational corporations and the US Department of Justice. With this new organization of the self, presumptions of privacy are jettisoned and gender mutability is assumed, but even so, forms of normativity and differential access to reserve are maintained. The trans subject thus becomes a vanishing mediator for a new model of the person: we simultaneously exemplify and open up possibilities for a new sort of subjectivity and become the bodies against which new abjectifying lines are drawn. Or, reframed slightly, this new order is characterized by a starker separation between socially recognized groups of trans people, on the one hand, and those enduring intensified forms of policing, exposure, and subordination on the other hand.
5 (In this vein, it is worth noting in relation to the opening anecdote that, even while the bathroom down the hall felt particularly hostile that day, there was nevertheless a backstage site to which I could retirenamely, my academic office.)
If we take seriously this latter scenario of increasing polarization between trans populations, a different view of the 2016 debate over antitrans bathroom bills comes into focus. This revised view would emphasize how the configuration of the debate offered occasions for relatively privileged trans people to align themselves with forms of social normativity and state power and to systematically forget the forms of state and vigilante violence endured particularly by black and Latinx queer and trans people.
For example, some of those who spoke out against HB2 pointed out that, far from keeping men out of women's restrooms, the law mandated that most trans men use women's facilities. Selfies of bearded, muscular white trans men circulated across social media, paired with captions such as: "@PatMcCroryNC It's now the law for me to share a restroom with your wife" and "Hey conservative fearmongers-pls explain to me again why you want me in the women's restrooms. . . ." Such posts called up the same anxieties as those mobilized by KeepNCSafe, attempting to undo the justification of the bathroom bills by revealing an internal contradiction in the paternalistic project of trans exclusion. As much as these posts effectively challenged the invisibilization of trans men in debates over bathroom bills, they also entered into a patriarchal discourse among men, about the management of women. The posts addressed themselves to governors and conservative activists, rhetorically asking what would best shield women from danger (or perhaps from illicit desire). The posts thus realized a masculinist medium of communication between state legislators, conservative activists, and relatively privileged trans men.
Others critical of the bathroom bills took the tack of comparing the fictional quality of trans predators with the reality of indiscreet Republican men. As a popular tweet had it: "Time to remind folks that there have been more US Senators arrested for sexual misconduct in bathrooms than trans people." While I can appreciate the importance of drawing attention to the fantastical fabrication of the "trans sexual predator" figure and its function as a transphobic myth, the literal claim of this post is almost surely untrue. Black and Latinx queer and trans people face particularly intensive police harassment in and around public bathrooms and are not infrequently detained under public indecency or antiprostitution statutes for acts ranging from having sex to carrying multiple condoms to merely being present in heavily policed spaces. And do we really want to imply that the arrest of former US Senator Larry Craig for tapping his foot in a men's bathroom to solicit anonymous sex was legitimate? This widely shared tweet thus exemplified what was a relatively common inattention within debates on the bathroom bills to the violence of policing, particularly the policing of queer and trans people of color. To the extent that debates turned exclusively on the question of interpersonal injury, and more particularly on the question of whether (presumptively white) transfeminine people were more plausibly victims or perpetrators of interpersonal violence, the debates screened from view the pervasiveness and long history of police violence against multiply oppressed trans and queer people, including in and around public restrooms.
An intervention along these lines was staged by Qasima Wideman (2016) in an Advocate commentary titled "Y'all White Queers Better Quiet Down in North Carolina." Wideman's commentary recounts sitting in legislative debates in which white cis women spoke about their fear of "men in dresses" while white trans women affiliated with national nonprofits "pointed to their own 'respectable' bodies, post-gender-affirming surgery and hormone therapy. These women bragged about how well they passed as cis and implored the North Carolina General Assembly to admit them into the cult of white womanhood and see their lives as worth protecting." Meanwhile, trans people of color were shut out of the legislative debates and were dragged away by the police when they tried to insist on their right to offer testimony. Wideman's intervention was posed against the white supremacist and gendernormative configurations of the debate itself, puncturing the exclusionary circle maintained by this debate's relatively privileged antagonists.
One way to think the necessity of passing beyond the exclusionary bounds of this sort of debate would be to consider the function of the birth certificate simultaneously in recent anti-immigrant and antiblack mobilizations and antitrans mobilizations. In addition to the bathroom bills, we have witnessed in the last few years an obsessive attention directed toward President Obama's purportedly forged birth certificate and, more recently, efforts in Texas to deny birth certificates to children of undocumented parents. Through these various initiatives, the birth certificate has become something of a talisman for the Right. Those committed to coalitional politics on the left should be able to see in the birth certificate's fungible utility for those on the right the outlines, in negative, of a counter-praxis. We can affirm unequivocally that trans, queer, feminist, and antiracist politics challenge the conservatism implicit in the elevation of the birth certificate to the defining document of the self. Our politics rest on affirmations that transformation is possible, that our fates are not sealed at birth, that borders, prison walls, and other regulatory barriers can be unmade, and that biology is not destiny.
Notes

1
For Hegel (1975: 137 §94) , a situation can be referred to as a "bad infinity" when the relations between finite and infinite remain essentially static, giving rise to a kind of churning or looping motion, wherein "the finite rises again the same as ever, and is never got rid of and absorbed." 2 Goffman's account of social interaction is informed by the dramaturgical metaphors of front stage and backstage. For Goffman, backstage moments are those wherein we let our guard down and worry less about how we appear to others, but also wherein we rehearse and otherwise prepare for our front-stage performances. Concerning bathrooms, Goffman (1990: 75) writes:
the bathroom and bedroom, in all but lower-class homes, are places from which the downstairs audience can be excluded. Bodies that are cleansed, clothed, and made up in these rooms can be presented to friends in others. In the kitchen, of course, there is done to food what in the bathroom and bedroom is done to the human body. It is, in fact, the presence of these staging devices that distinguishes middle-class living from lower-class living. But in all classes in our society there is a tendency to make a division between the front and back parts of residential exteriors.
3
A particularly prominent iteration of this debate was touched off on June 6, 2015, with the publication of Elinor Burkett's "What Makes a Woman?" in the New York Times. Select responses by trans and intersex people include Ginelle 2015 , Costello 2015 , and Beyer 2015 For a response to Žižek, see Gossett 2016. 5 This argument builds on interventions along these lines made by Jasbir Puar and Aren Aizura. As Puar (2015: 46) notes, Aizura writes that this trans citizenship entails "fading into the population . . . but also the imperative to be 'proper' in the eyes of the state: to reproduce, to find proper employment; to reorient one's 'different' body into the flow of the nationalized aspiration for possessions, property [and] wealth." This trans(homo)nationalism is therefore capacitated, even driven by, not only the abjection of bodies unable to meet these proprietary racial and gendered mandates of bodily comportment but also the concomitant marking as debilitated of those abjected bodies. The debilitating and abjecting are cosubstancing processes.
